Deer deterrents are not foolproof and can’t always be counted on but neither are the Detroit Tigers. You can count on them to show
up but you can’t count on what they are thinking.
Most repellents work, but for how long until you have to reapply or
the deer get stubborn or immune.
Christensen’s has been selling Liquid Fence Deer Repellant for 15
years plus and Deer Scram for six years. Both products work real
well if applied properly. Both work for 3-4 weeks.
I know this because we’ve been selling it for so many years and to
the same customers. I have used it in my own yard to deter rabbits
from feeding on my hearty landscape and they have stayed away
for the last four years, the last two I’ve had to apply very little.
Deer Scram is a fine granular
product that needs to be applied
as a 16" wide barrier surrounding
the planting beds. This
apparently is strong enough to
stop them in their tracks (our own
Chris or Wayne Neilson will attest
to this). This product also works
on top of or under snow.
Liquid Fence is a liquid (duh) and
may need to be applied a little
more often, due to rain and snow.
It is applied directly on the plants.
If the smell doesn’t do it the taste
will.
Both products will not endear
you to your neighbors, at least until the aroma fades. My neighbors
unfortunately like to take late night walks.
Deer fence is also a good product but takes a little more work. I
would be glad to bring in a 7' x 100' roll for you.
This is a game; you, like the TIGERS hope to win more then you
lose.
Go Lions!
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